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1.1 Objective
The objective of this Intellectual Capital Statement Benchmark Report is to support you on your way to the 
knowledge-based society. The way to the knowledge-based society requires a systematic and stepwise deve-
lopment of your organization’s Intellectual Capital.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ICS Benchmark Report shall help you to answer the following questions:

“How good or bad is the Intellectual Capital of my organization developed compared to others? “

This offers you the possibility to gain further perceptions for the internal management of Intellectual Capital 
and to emphasize your strength compared to others. It also helps you to communicate your strength.

Furthermore, IC benchmarking enables you find suitable partners for a focused exchange for the development 
of your Intellectual Capital (ICS benchmark meeting).

With this Intellectual Capital Statement benchmark report you are on the next level to a sustainable manage-
ment of Intellectual Capital. 

Happy reading! 

Starting point for the way to the 
knowledge-based society and 
to a sustainable management of 
Intellectual Capital is an internal 
analysis that you have conducted 
e.g. with the help of the Intellec-
tual Capital Quick Check or with 
a complete Intellectual Capital 
Statement (ICS). The results of 
these analyses are a first impres-
sion of strengths and weaknes-
ses of Intellectual Capital (IC) – 
based on your own evaluations.
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1.2 Interpretation of the Graphics
The ICS benchmark report contains graphics of the below kind. Subsequently the composition and single 
elements of the graphics are explained.

In this diagram, the evaluations of the comparison groups are allocated to the following “quartiles” with a cer-
tain ranking:

1. Quartile: Evaluation of the best 25% of companies regarding the IC factor, meaning that 25 of the best 
companies belong to that group if 100 companies are evaluated.

2. Quartile: Evaluation of the 25% that are to be allocated right below the first quartile, meaning that if 
100 companies are evaluated, all companies that are better than the half but worse than the best 25% 
belong to this group.

3. Quartile: Evaluation of the 25% of companies that are to be allocated beneath the 2. Quartile, meaning 
for n=100, all companies worse than the half but better than the 25 worst of the reference group

4. Quartile: Evaluation of the worst 25% of companies, meaning that for 100 companies, the worst 25% 
of them belong to this group.

The position of your organization is marked in the diagram with a white box. The percentage in the box above 
indicates your value (here: 67%). The rank tells you the position your organization takes with its value compa-
red to the reference group. For example the rank 168 of 240 organizations is shown in the abbreviated form 
“168/240”. 

Rank

168/240
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2.1	Company	Profile	for	“Company	A“
Following, your information from the ICS benchmark questionnaire are displayed:

Branch:      R&D consulting (sector: service)

# of employees:    -

Turnover (EUR):    - €

Key market:     supra-regional

Competitive differentiation:   product quality, product innovation, customized solutions,   
      customer orientation, customer service, customer loyalty

Goal (medium term):    growth

Competitive strategy:    niche leadership, technology leadership, quality leadership

Contact:

      contact person:  Person X

      address:  -

      phone:  -

      fax:  -

      e-mail:  -

2. GENERAL INFORMATION
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2.2 Benchmark-Criteria
You have chosen the following criteria of the reference group for the ICS benchmarking:

Sector: service

# of employees:     no restrictions by employees

Turnover (EUR):     no restrictions by turnover

Maximum sample size:    341 (results of the criteria chosen by you)

2.3	Profile	of	the	Reference	Group
The reference group you defined possesses the following characteristics: 

# of employees (EE) 

Turnover (EUR) 
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Key market

Competitive differentiation (multiple naming possible)

 

Competitive strategy
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3.1	Comparison	of	Types	of	Intellectual	Capital
The following diagram shows the evaluation of your Human, Structural and Relational Capital in relation to the 
reference group:

3. RESULTS

Rank 

188/341 

72/341 

138/341

Definition of the types of Intellectual Capital:

Human Capital

Human Capital is the generic term for competences, capabilities and behavior patterns of the individual em-
ployees. The Human Capital of an organization includes all capabilities and characteristics that the individual 
employees contribute to the organization. It is the property of the employee and leaves the company with him.

Structural Capital

Structural Capital is the generic term for all structures that the employees deploy to conduct the business 
activities in their entirety, hence to be productive and innovative. The Structural Capital stays in the company 
even if single employees leave the organization.

Relational Capital

Relational Capital is the generic term for all relations to groups outside of the organization and persons that 
can be / are used for business activities.
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3.2 Comparison of IC factors
3.2.1 Perspectives of Human Capital

The following graphics shows your evaluation of Human Capital in relation to the reference group: 

Definition of the indicators of Human Capital1:

Professional competence

Professional qualification, education and further training, experience.

Social competence 

Ability to interact with people, discuss constructively, support trust.

Employee motivation  

Willingness to play a part in the organization, take responsibility, handle tasks responsibly.

Leadership ability

Ability to lead people, motivate, develop strategies and visions, communicate and realize them. 

1 Note: The listed factors are standard IC factors of Intellectual Capital and do not always correspond to the definitions that you used 
in your Intellectual Capital Statement. To create comparability, the individual factors from your ICS were allocated to the standard 
factors. The specific allocation is listed in an allocation protocol the annex. If for one factor in the diagrams no position and rank is 
given, your individual factor could not be allocated to a corresponding standard IC factor.

Rank 

243/341

82/341 

148/341 

244/341
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3.2.2 Perspectives of Structural Capital

The following graphics shows your evaluation of Structural Capital factors in relation to the reference group: 

Definition of the indicators of Structural Capital2:

Internal co-operation and knowledge transfer

Cooperation and knowledge transfer between employees and hierarchy levels.

Management instruments

Instruments that support leadership work and decision making.

Information technology and explicit knowledge 

Computer supported work environment including all therein present information.

2 Note: The listed factors are standard IC factors of Intellectual Capital and do not always correspond to the definitions that you used 
in your Intellectual Capital Statement. To create comparability, the individual factors from your ICS were allocated to the standard 
factors. The specific allocation is listed in an allocation protocol the annex. If for one factor in the diagrams no position and rank is 
given, your individual factor could not be allocated to a corresponding standard IC factor. 

Rank 

167/341 

81/341 

132/341 

76/341
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Product innovation 

New products / services / patents with a high reach for the organization’s future.

Process optimization and innovation 

Enhancement of internal procedures and processes to optimize the activities of an organization.

Corporate culture

Shared values, norms and rules that shape the contact with each other, the knowledge transfer and the way 
of working.
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3.2.3 Perspectives of Relational Capital

The following graphics shows your evaluation of Relational Capital factors in relation to the reference group: 

Definition of the indicators of Relational Capital3:

Customer relationships

Relationships to former, current and potential customers.

Supplier relationship 

Former, current and potential suppliers.

Public relationships 

The public in general, relevant professional public, media, former and future employees.

3 Note: The listed factors are standard IC factors of Intellectual Capital and do not always correspond to the definitions that you used 
in your Intellectual Capital Statement. To create comparability, the individual factors from your ICS were allocated to the standard 
factors. The specific allocation is listed in an allocation protocol the annex. If for one factor in the diagrams no position and rank is 
given, your individual factor could not be allocated to a corresponding standard IC factor.

Rank

139/341

189/341 

201/341
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Investor relationships

Relationships to debt and equity capital, banks, owners and investors.

Relationships to co-operation partners 

Development and distribution partners, research organizations, committees, societies, associations and other 
multiplier.
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3.3	Deviation	Analysis:	Evaluation
The following diagram shows your individual deviation of each IC factor of the average evaluation (How good 
or bad is the factor developed?) of your reference group:

For a positive deviation (marked green) you evaluate yourself better than the reference group and if the bar is 
marked red, you evaluate yourself worse.

3.4	Deviation	Analysis:	Influence
The following diagram shows your individual deviation of each IC factor of the average influence (How strong 
is the influence of the factor on business success?) of your reference group:

For a positive deviation you evaluate the influence higher and for a negative deviation lower than for the re-
ference group. 
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3.5	Summary	
3.5.1 Overview of IC Factors

The following chart combines all previous results of your evaluation and weightings of the IC factors in relation 
to the reference group. The IC factors in the table are descending by the relative deviation of the evaluation.

IC factor Evalua-
tion 

(knowledge performance) Weigh-
ting

(knowledge inten-
sity)

rel. devi-
ation

your 
value

Ø ref.-
group

rank is/
of

rel. devi-
ation

your 
value

Ø ref.-
group

Process optimization and 
innovation

23% 77% 54% 76/341 4% 70% 66%

Information technology 
and explicit knowledge

18% 83% 66% 81/341 -27% 50% 77%

Social competence 16% 83% 68% 82/341 7% 90% 83%
Product innovation 15% 67% 52% 132/341 19% 80% 61%
Employee motivation 12% 77% 65% 148/341 -12% 70% 82%
Customer relationships 6% 73% 67% 139/341 -24% 60% 84%
Internal co-operation and 
knowledge transfer

6% 67% 61% 167/341 3% 80% 77%

Relationships to co-opera-
tion partners

3% 60% 57% 201/341 3% 70% 67%

Public relationships 0% 53% 54% 189/341 -31% 30% 61%
Professional competence -9% 62% 70% 243/341 -6% 80% 86%
Leadership ability -11% 53% 64% 244/341 21% 100% 79%
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3.5.2 Overview of Intellectual Capital

The following portfolio shows where you see 
your company on its way to the knowledge-
based society in relation to other organiza-
tions.

From this portfolio four fields arise that can be described as follows4:

„Threatened“ organizations (upper left field) have a rather knowledge intensive business model, meaning 
that they see themselves as relatively dependent on Intellectual Capital, although they are not yet positioned 
optimally regarding their requirements. To minimize risks on their way to the knowledge-based society it 
should either be tried to improve the Intellectual Capital or to reduce the dependency on it. 

„Pioneers“ are knowledge intensive organizations that are positioned optimally in relation to their require-
ments. The challenge for these companies is to keep their good position in the dynamic environment of know-
ledge intensive organizations and further exploit it.

„Prepared“ organizations are already well positioned with their Intellectual Capital but are less dependent on 
it. Thereof, the possibility arises to exploit the so far unused potentials of their Intellectual Capital. 

„Restrained“ organizations see themselves less dependent on Intellectual Capital than others, though they 
are less good positioned. On their way to the knowledge-based society this would require an enhancement of 
the knowledge intensity as well as measures to improve the Intellectual Capital.

4 Note: Every dot in the portfolio stands for an organization in your reference group. The position of your organization is again 
marked with a white box. The “knowledge intensity” (y-axis) consolidates the influence of all IC factors to a mean. The “knowledge 
performance” (x-axis) summarizes all evaluations of IC factors. Xmed marks the median, meaning the company of that the evaluati-
on / influence lies on the middle position. 
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The results of the ICS benchmark report can be used in manifold ways. 

On one hand you can used the gained insights to optimize and, if applicable, communicate the internal ma-
nagement of Intellectual Capital.

On the other hand you can also use the results to start a focused exchange with other companies to exchange 
information about specific topics and questions of Intellectual Capital. 

Suitable partners might be organizations working on the same challenges or organizations that can offer you 
solutions for your problems in terms of a “best practice transfer”.

4. PROSPECTS
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Protocol	of	the	Allocation	of	IC	factors
Your ID Your individual IC factors  Standard-ID  Allocation to the standard-set

HK-1  Professional skills   HK-1   Professional competence

HK-2  Social skills    HK-2   Social competence

HK-3  Motivation and identification   HK-3   Employee motivation   
  with brand       

HK-4  Leadership    HK-4   Leadership ability

SK-3  Internal cooperation   SK-1   Internal co-operation and   
          knowledge transfer

SK-1  Standardized practices  SK-3   Information technology and   
          explicit knowledge

GP-3  Research & Development  SK-4   Product innovation

SK-2  Process innovation   SK-5   Process optimization and   
          innovation

BK-1  Customer relationships  BK-1   Customer relationships

BK-4  Public relationships   BK-3   Public relationships

BK-2  Relationships to    BK-5   Relationships to co-operation  
  cooperation partners      partners    
         

BK-3  Relationships to multipliers   BK-5   Relationships to co-operation  
  (seminar participants, universities,     partners    
  students, networks)           
BK-5  Relationships to the    BK-5   Relationships to co-operation  
  scientific community      partners

5. ANNEX
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GP-1  Consulting process      No allocation

GP-2  Acquisition       No allocation

GP-4  Financial success      No allocation

GE-2  Brand/Image       No allocation

GE-1  Education and training     No allocation
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